Ionization of doped helium nanodroplets: residual helium attached to diatomic cations and their clusters.
Electron impact ionization of helium nanodroplets containing a dopant, M, can lead to the detection of both M(+) and helium-solvated cations of the type M(+)·He(n) in the gas phase. The observation of helium-doped ions, He(n)M(+), has the potential to provide information on the aftermath of the charge transfer process that leads to ion production from the helium droplet. Here we report on helium attachment to the ions from four common diatomic dopants, M = N(2), O(2), CO, and NO. For experiments carried out with droplets with an average size of 7500 helium atoms, the monomer cations show little tendency to attach and retain helium atoms on their journey out of the droplet. By way of contrast, the corresponding cluster cations, M(n)(+), where n ≥ 2, all show a clear affinity for helium and form He(m)M(n)(+) cluster ions. The stark difference between the monomer and cluster ions is attributed to more effective cooling of the latter in the aftermath of the ionization event.